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OVERVIEW

Common data & processes
for a global business
The performance of this F
 T Global
50 company was dramatically
hindered by its multiple SAP
systems.

RESULTS - PERCENTAGE

33%

REDUCTION IN

LEAD TIMES

Despite independent auditors giving
a 3% chance of on-time completion
RESULTS - DOLLAR SAVINGS

$180M
IN COST SAVINGS

Overhauling and consolidating the systems
as a single functional unit was a necessary
condition for transforming the business, but an
independent project review estimated only a 3%
probability for on-time completion of this task.
Key challenges included a lack of end-to-end
process integration and difficulty combining,
extracting, reconciling and reporting data.
Driven by their strategic vision of simplicity,
accountability and effectiveness, the client
sought to achieve a standardisation of processes
and metrics across the enterprise. Realising that
the SAP business transformation project was at
risk, the client engaged Ensemble to provide the
professional services to support project success.

The Ensemble Effect
Ensemble introduced a program wide system of
management for the planning and performance
of work to help the client achieve their vision
of a consolidated SAP system. Through
the implementation of an expert system of
management, the client was able to meet the
original project due date, saving costs and
delivering the project’s business case early.
The project was so successful that an entirely
new business division was established,
embedding the Ensemble processes,
methodology and tools in its policies and
procedures, helping the enterprise deliver
extraordinary value.
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Challenges
CEO’s signature
transformation project ran
increasingly behind schedule

Implementation cost projected
to be dramatically over budget

Results
30-to-1

Beat the odds of
(from independent auditor) to
deliver ontime completion

Stretch date project completion
saved

$180m

Delay threatened the business
case

Successful project
completion delivered
enduring business value

Disparate team processes and
behaviour were at odds with
the project’s mandated charter

Ensemble’s approach
exemplified the mandated
change, resulting in a
highly productive team

There is a real
sense that the
team is uniting
as a large family
with the desire
to achieve
greatness—and
Ensemble has
played a key
part in that.”
Project Director
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

E X P LO R E

THE “U”
JOURNEY

DES

DELIVER

Transforming
the system

IGN

EXPLORE:
IDEATION
GENERATIVE INTERVIEWS
FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
DESIGN:
LEARNING JOURNEYS
RETREAT & REFLECT
CRYSTALLISE INTENT
DELIVER:
PLAN THE WORK
WORK THE PLAN
WIN RESULTS

BIG
IDEA

Explore

Design

Deliver

Generative interviews with the project
leader and those who reported to him directly
revealed a fundamental lack of coordination
and integration across the program of work.
In addition, there were high levels of mistrust
between the client and the System Integrator,
both of whom had micromanaged tasks and
paid little attention to the strategic view.

Learning Journeys determined how best
to harness the knowledge gained in the
Explore phase to develop an expert system of
management. Adopting the mantra ‘fail often
to succeed sooner’, the teams tasked with
exploring different scenarios quickly arrived
at a consensus that the biggest possible
impact could be achieved by adopting a new
‘imperative’ system, through which all work
could be planned and executed.

The Innovation Workshop distilled the
best practices from the design phase, found
alignment around their value, and sought
to transform the insights gleaned from the
prototype into a logically consistent suite of
methods and tools.

The Foundation Workshop introduced new
knowledge about best-practice management
of complex projects with games and enjoyable
exercises. The workshop gave the team time
to address the ‘elephants in the room’ but
moved swiftly to remove cynicism and inspire
the group to look to the future. The team
developed a compelling shared goal, along with
plausible and relevant scenarios that they could
take into the Design phase.

A necessary condition of the system’s success
was the transformation of the project structure
from functional process hierarchies (for
example, finance, supply and HR) to end-to-end
business topics, organised in cross-functional
pods.

The performance-management approach was
hard-coded into a set of custom dashboards
that focused on three core principles: relevant,
accurate, timely data; management by
exception; and the importance of context. A
cycle of daily, weekly and monthly meetings
was established, detailing the context, purpose,
outcomes, resources and timing of each. In this
way, communication between project members
made for relationships that were powerful,
effective and sustainable, ultimately leading
to the establishment of a permanent group
function that adopted the SAP project’s ways of
working.
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_
Tuning
the engine
of truth for all
_One source

THE “U”
JOURNEY

INNOVATION
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OPERATIONS

RESOURCES

ORGANISATION

LANGUAGE
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EXPLORE:
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IGN

BigIdea
Idea
Big

TECHNOLOGY
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WIN
RESULTS

BANKING
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Drive a radical one-team approach to execution of
Identify the bottleneck and maximise
the SAP project.
its capacity.
With Ensemble’s help, the client created a radical shift
Once everyone acknowledged that the pool of
from adversarial client-vendor contracting to a team
25 BAs determined the rate at which the
approach.
Regardless
of type
or geography,
all work
project
was carried
out, we
aligned
work
was
represented
in
a
single,
fact-based
source
of the
processes to maximise the BAs unique
truth. Whether
an individual
for the client or
capabilities,
requiring
them to doworked
only those
the System
Integrator,
or provided
specialist services,
things
which only
they could
do. Everyone
everyone
could
follow
the
focus
on
any given day.
else—project managers, testers and people
from the business—then assumed work
Strategy
delegated
by the BAs.
Deploy a single ‘imperative’ system for everyone on
the project to use.
Strategy
Ensemble helped to foster learning at all levels, from
Lean
in to theto
constraint
develop a so that everyone
executives
local task to
participants,
reliable
principle.in the technical and
could organising
become competent
Webehavioural
developed use
a process
of the that
newhonoured
methods the
and tools. As a
fact
that
the
BAs
were
the
constraint.
result, everyone was aware of whatThe
they needed to do
team
ceased
workthen
on day
one.
A plan’.
work-card
to ‘plan
theallwork,
work
the
process was put into place so that the BAs
could maximise their throughput, while
everyone else learned why it was necessary to
subordinate their tasks to this organising
principle.

It was like changing
the tyresEnsemble’s
with the
car in motion.”
approach forced

detailed planning
and lead thinking.”

Senior Executive

Project Director
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_
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Culture

Culture
Create shared recognition of the

DELIVER:

TECHNOLOGY

PEOPLE
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F

O

Resources

Find the right resource for the right task.
Develop a clear leadership mandate that gives
Harness accurate and timely data to manage all
common goal.
Resource types, such as BAs, business experts
everyone the means to perform.
resources—people included.
It was critical that the Business and IT Services
and product specialists, were deﬁned and
Strong leadership provided a powerful mandate to
A fit-for-purpose resource taxonomy was created to
responsible for the delivery of the application
standardised in order to identify project
achieve three critical factors for success: a team
standardise master data for the ‘inventory’ of resource
and system integration saw themselves as one
capacity. We used this resource taxonomy to
attitude,
quality
work,
and
a
commitment
to
‘adopt
not
cleansing
removed duplicates, and a
team doing what was best for the bank. Having
match people types.
to workData
according
to necessary
adapt’
the
system
for
project
planning
and
execution.
governance
process
controlled
changes to both the
a system of management that made prioritisation
skill type. This enabled the eﬀective and
Significant
effort was
spent
on creating a shared
and participants.
transactional data. The system delivered
and work
assignments
visible,
everyone
eﬃcient use ofmaster
all project
vision so
each person
felt theytowere
accurate, relevant and timely data to describe resource
understood
thethat
importance
of adapting
whatmaking a
contribution
to
something
bigger
than
themselves.
supply by type and place at any given time.
was best for the project as a whole.

Language
Language

STRATEGY

Resources

Operations

Operations
Develop and adhere
to a comprehensive
Focus system.
on constraints to boost performance.
a systems
approach
BuildFollow
meaning
and trust
with a to concepts and work management
Having
all work represented
in the imperative system
measurements
of management
represented
common
language. to drive high performance. The new system
meant
it
could
be
prioritised,
A
framework
based
on
a
systems
approach
to
all work, bringing transparency to all project levelled and accelerated.
A dashboard of KPIs—such as due-date
Theteam
system
provided
a focus
processes,
measurements
andresource
behaviours provided
a
participants.
The
agreed
that no
work on constraints at all
performance,
defect
turn-time and
projectit levels,
thus making
it clear
means capacity—was
of developing created
shared understanding
wasteam
to occur unless
was accounted
for in
the for any level of
load versus
and used as and
manager
or
supervisor
where
best to focus their
common
was formed around
system, thus allowing it to be prioritised,
a waylearning.
to boostAmorale
andlanguage
build project
andresources,
how bestand
to move forward for overall
the project’s
constraint-based
approach, enabling
levelled acrossefforts
available
momentum.
A common
language developed
success.
everyone
to understand
the bottleneck—and
what to
accelerated
asproject
the system
aligned behind
around
the critical
concepts driving
the KPIs
dotoabout
it—on
anymeaning,
given day,
on trust
any release,optimising
phase or the output of the BAs, the project
helped
create
shared
build
workplan.
constraint.
and develop
the sense of possibility.

Organisation
Organisation

Ensemble’s thought leadership,

persistence in challenging our existing
Shift focus
of accountability
from project functions
Lubricate
workﬂow
with transparency
Before we adopted
Ensemble’s
norms, enduring energy and skilful
to business process streams.
and accountability.
work
management
system, theallowed our project
We transferred
functional
process hierarchies (e.g.
communication
Ensemble
helped to clarify
accountabilities,
BAs were constantly
finance,
supply,
HR) to
business topics.
allowing
project
managers
toend-to-end
oversee work
teamsbeing
to break down the existing silos
Pod
leads
were held
accountable
delivering
their
release
and
expediting.
BAs
were left tofor
focus
allocated
more and
tasks
and more
co-create
a better workplace. Our
on time,
while
managers
were
solelyworkplans
on those tasks
which
onlytheir
theytask
could
do.
company
is now high-performing,
and
their
priorities
were
responsible
for day-to-day
coordination
of crossAuthority
for escalation
and resolution
of
trusting and aligned, and all of our
constantly
changing—usually
functional
task participants
associated with the
pod’s
priority
issues through
the management
team members have grown, both
workplan.
hierarchy
was given in accordance with
before the prior task could be
together and as individuals.”
accountability, facilitating rapid response to
completed.”
critical issues.
VP Projects
A bank business analyst
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superior
_
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In addition, the VMO defined and maintained planning
Ensemble helped the client extend the insights from
management by running several prototypes
With
improvements
in in
productivity
manageand scheduling standards, which included the client’s
the SAP
project to put
place an expert
system of
concurrently. Important lessons were learned,
ment,
Ensemble
helped
bank extend
itsThe new
approach to performance management, both in terms
management
to turn
thethe
business
around.
not only about how and when to use Waterfall
savings
and increase
throughput
of standard operating procedures for meeting and
system made
all workits
visible
from a across
single source,
or Agile approaches, or combinations of the
multiple
ofthe
thecapability
organisation
and to deliver
reporting cycles and the definition and monitoring
and also branches
made clear
required
two, but also about how best to create value
their
business units.
of key
performance
indicators.
that work.
with greater
deﬁnition,
preparation
and The implementation
of
this
expert
system
of
management
organisation, leading to higher performance. now sustains
With
success of
the projectmore
camethan
a request
the promise of innovation and productivity for this
After the
successfully
completing
a dozen
from
the senior
leadership
Technology
complex
SAP
project.
‘go-lives’,
the client’s
seniorofleadership
team installed
At the centre
of our
consideration
was the
Services, who wanted to see if we could repeat
a Value Management Office (VMO) with a mandate
business case and, speciﬁcally, whether it
and scale our achievements across the whole
to incorporate the lessons learned on the SAP project
delivered a productivity improvement or
of his domain, including Wealth Management
into the processes, methods and tools used for unleashed the promise of innovation. By
and all of Institutional Banking and Markets. It
future corporate-wide business process management
adopting Ensemble’s expert system of
had been a persistent source of anxiety for
initiatives.
management for the planning and execution of
both Technology Services and each of the
work, the bank embarked on its way to
business units they served that they couldn’t
The VMO was accountable for defining capability creating 25% productivity improvement across
provide a ﬂexible and responsive service to the
standards and had the mandate to act as the
the entire annual portfolio of $300 million.
needs of the business.
clearinghouse for resource management in any andThis improvement is worth over $75 million in
all enterprise business technology initiatives. Material
cost savings, and it delivers an even bigger
The root cause of the problem was poor
savings were achieved by adding transparency intoimpact to the revenue line as projects continue
instrumentation. There was no means to view
both the supply
of and
demand
forskilled
resources across
to be completed on time, in less time, every
competing
demand
for the
pool of
The lasting legacy of our work
the
enterprise.
Duplication
and
‘hoarding’
time.
Technology Services resources across the were largely
eliminated.
with Ensemble is the nucleus of
enterprise. Typically, the dilemma would be
solved by assigning people to projects and
a project group that continues to
having the business pay what they felt was an
I found the Ensemble management process
outperform market benchmarks
unfair charge as a recovery to Technology
to be very beneﬁcial — especially having a PM
Services, with strict rules about notice periods
and expectations. More than
for mobilisation and demobilisation.
to push back on work requests that should be
Our new approach was to create a transparent
environment where the right resources could
be ﬂexibly applied to the work at hand.
Ensemble was given the task of testing the
assumptions around the ideas contained in an
enterprise approach to resource and work

colleagues, we’re a network
allocated
elsewhere
ensure
tasks are
of mates
who and
havetoshared
the
completed
according
priority.”
experience
of ato
lifetime.”
A bank business analyst
VP Projects
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_
Our
_ Results: Percentage and Dollar values
Business
Management
Systems

35%

despite independent auditors giving
a 3% chance of on-time completion

$180m

IN COST
SAVINGS

New Product Development

25%

Manufacturing

REDUCTION IN
LEAD TIMES

Generated capacity for

$45m

REDUCTION IN
CREDIT APPROVAL
LEAD TIMES

Construction

50%

ADDITIONAL PROFIT
IDENTIFIED

35%

IN ADDITIONAL
REALISED PROFIT

IMPROVEMENT
IN PRODUCTIVITY

$45m

Banking

INCREASE IN PRODUCT
LAUNCHES from 100 to 125

$20m

25%
CAPACITY
REALISED

IN ADDITIONAL
INCOME

Engineering
Liquidated
damages in excess of

$100m
AVOIDED

33%

$100m

IMPROVEMENT
IN PRODUCTIVITY

IN ADDITIONAL
PROFIT
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So, why Ensemble?
We help organisations
create more value for
more people—in less
time, every time.

Tailored

Empowering

As a specialist consultancy, we are nimble, hungry and
dedicated to personal relationships. More Savile Row
than off the peg, our approach isn’t for everyone. But
those leaders who get us enjoy both the process and its
remarkable fruits.

By helping to build a ‘learning organization’, we transfer
our capabilities, giving you even greater results that are
sustainable well beyond our initial engagement. From initial
project engagement to our own Academy, we really do want
to seed new ways of seeing the world of work.

Focussed

Tested

True

Our singular focus on ‘innovations in productivity’ has farreaching effects. Our management systems can bring you
more value than product innovation. Yet when you develop
new products, better ways of working will bring those to
market faster, too.

Our uniquely experienced team knows what it takes to
deliver real value in productivity, performance and profit.
We’ve been doing this for blue-chip companies in Australia
for over 15 years, with a proven track record in delivering
outcomes faster, with greater reliability and agility — at
lower cost.

Simplifying complexity is what makes us tick. We combine
an engineer’s curiosity with a business owner’s obsession
with results. We value the courage and particular quality of
mind that enables a person to over the fear of difficulty or
danger and remain true to their convictions.
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Our
innovations
in productivity
give ambitious
Our innovations
in productivity
give ambitious
executives three
‘value‘value
levers’ levers’
executives
three
1. Deliver
your
promised
business
case
——ininfull,
full,on
ontime,
time,every
everytime;
time;
1. Deliver
your
promised
business
case
2. Mindfully
manage
resources
totoreduce
2. Mindfully
manage
resources
reduceyour
your‘cash
‘cashburn’;
burn’;
3. Free
up up
your
people
sooner
toto
tackle
the
3. Free
your
people
sooner
thenext
nextbig
bigidea.
idea.
o tackle

We’ve
been
givingtier-one
tier-oneAustralasian
Australasiancompanies
companies
We’ve
been
giving
this
leverage
for
over1515years.
years.
this
leverage
for
over

Even if I was allowed to mention dollar value numbers,
this is still the ﬁrst thing I would always write:
These outcomes are so valuable they literally print
their own money.
VP Projects

Are you an ambitious
executive looking to
apply the Theory of
Constraints and other
innovations in
productivity to your
organisation?
Get in touch

—
Level 1501,
Westﬁeld Tower 2,
101 Grafton Street,
Bondi Junction,
NSW, Australia 2022
—
t +61 2 9387 3955
focus@ensembleconsultinggroup.com
EnsembleConsultingGroup.com
—

—
Let’s
Redeﬁne
What’s
Possible
—

